Tactical Psychology in Platoon Combat Experimentation:
Scoping Study
Background
The Platoon Combat Experimentation (PCE) programme aims to describe the effectiveness of dismounted infantry and inform decisions on
training, equipment and structure. Unfortunately, like all infantry studies, it is constrained by an evidence base biased toward the readily
quantified physical aspects of lethality and survivability. Tactical psychology, as described in the book Brains and Bullets (Murray, 2013)
quantifies the “morale” effects of infantry fire and manoeuvre, and therefore offers the potential to greatly enhance PCE and future infantry
force development.

Approach
Wapentake Systems was tasked with costing an assessment of the effects in Brains and Bullets but went beyond this to conduct an initial
assessment of two of the most salient tactical psychology effects. The scoping study involved three phases:
• One week testing the evidence base for small arms suppression.
• One week testing the evidence base for the psychological effect of flanking attacks.
• One week assessing the ability to include these effects (if valid) in the PCE programme.

Findings
Can we apply tactical psychology? (Murray, 2013)

• Current suppression doctrine and research is based on flawed 1970s firing range trials,
considerably overestimating the accuracy and volume of fire needed to suppress. Murray’s
alternative is probably closer to the real effect but cannot yet be validated because surviving
WW2 documents do not describe the provenance of source data.
• Whilst the psychological effect of flanking is plausible, there is insufficient evidence to test the
claim that it reduces defender effectiveness by 50%. The source data (1990s historical analysis)
is unlikely to be accessible within the PCE timeframe.
• Constraints on live simulation and live fire targetry will only allow suppression to be directly
applied to defending forces in PCE and would bias results. The umpiring alternative
would break up the flow of missions and provide target indicators to confound the aims of
experiments.
It was concluded that representation of suppression in PCE should be via post-exercise constructive
simulation. Further assessment is needed to generate a workable suppression rule and test the
flanking effect but this should be conducted outside the PCE programme.

Benefits
The suppression and flanking effects should have a direct bearing on infantry platoons – for
example soldier load, infiltration tactics or the balance of belt-fed and magazine-fed weapons. By
confirming the weakness of the current suppression rule and the potential of the flanking effect, the
scoping study has identified means of enhancing doctrine and force development studies. By doing
this quickly, the study has informed the PCE programme early and removed a source of uncertainty
in experimental design.

The PCE 1 HQ on live fire platoon attack: weighed down by unnecessary firepower? (Niteworks/ITDU, 2013)
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Flawed suppression data: why are so many rounds more suppressive when they pass further from the soldier?
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